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coreldraw x7 has the advantage of supporting layers and adjustments, which makes it
easier to create artwork. when a new document is created, the first option that appears
is the layers option. layers are like compartments, and designers can create layers that

hold elements that don't need to be repeated. the smart carver, available with corel
photo-paint, let users trim unwanted objects from images, perfecting the design for the

final product. this powerful new feature in coreldraw x6 is now available in coreldraw
x7. coreldraw x6 was built to handle larger and more processing-intensive files, so

64-bit and multi-core support sped up designers workflows. styles let designers create
a consistent appearance across all of their assets, whether creating multiple drawings,

documents, and text. users could create designs in coreldraw and open them up in
swish minimax 2 to animate them. the pixels mode let designers see exactly how their
creations would look when hosted online, to ensure the final exports could be created
with minimal changes and back and forth between the final destination and coreldraw.
a new version of coreldraw x7 was released in april 2011 with significant improvements

in both the creative and technical sides of the software. the new version has a
streamlined interface that makes it easy to use, and a new "pixels" mode that is ideal

for web designers. it also comes with all of the latest features that modern
professionals need, including a completely revamped color management system that
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allows for color consistency across platforms, including support for pantone color
profiles.
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